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Ever tried to learn Japanese and found it too hard? Bestselling language coach Paul Noble has
a quick and easy way to get you back on track with his unique tried-and-tested method.Keeps
things simple with three basic rules; don’t skip anything, don’t try to memorise anything and
cover up to test yourself.A fun, jargon-free way to learnEasy-to-understand Japanese
pronunciationPROVEN to work; Paul can teach anyone a language, even people who think
they’re incapablePaul’s course teaches you how to speak Japanese more effectively, giving you
the building blocks to form a huge range of conversations. This is a practical way to learn the
aspects of language that you’ll actually need and use; from booking a hotel room to navigating
a menu, Paul will effortlessly build your confidence and give you the tools to handle any holiday
situation. You will unlock a range of vocabulary you already know.There is nothing so
complicated in foreign languages that it cannot be made simple.” Paul NobleA quick, easy and
fun way to unlock your basic language skills. Perfect for beginners, this book will give you all
the information you need to build basic conversations and get by on your travels.

About the AuthorJohn Marino has written extensively about Puerto Rico and the Caribbean for
Reuters, The Washington Post, The New York Times and other publications. He lives in San
Juan, Puerto Rico with his wife, Jova, and son, Juan Antonio, who both provided valuable
insight for this book.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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PageCopyrightNote to ReadersIntroductionDid you know you already speak Japanese?
Chapter 1I ate katsu curry in that restaurant yesterday!Chapter 2We went to Hokkaido
yesterday – we ate miso ramen in Sapporo. It was delicious!Chapter 3I made a hotel
reservation online last night – we’re going to go to Kyoto!Chapter 4It’s good weather today, so
I’m going to play football in the park with my family.Chapter 5Shall we watch an anime on TV
this evening? Or shall we go out?FootnotesAbout the PublisherDid you know you already
speak Japanese?Did you know you already speak Japanese? That you hear it in the street?
That you’ve used it with your friends, with your family, at work, in the supermarket?Were you
aware of that fact?Well, even if you weren’t, it’s nevertheless true.Of course, you might not



have realised at the time that what you were reading / saying / hearing was actually Japanese
but I can prove to you that it was. Just take a look at these words below:Have you read through
them? Yes? Good.Now, answer me this, are they:A: English wordsB: Japanese wordsC:
BothWell, if you’re reading this book then you’re clearly already a highly intelligent person with
good judgement, so you will have correctly chosen “C”.Yes, these are words that we have in
English but they do of course originate from Japanese. And these are by no means isolated
examples of words that are shared by both English and Japanese; rather they are merely the
tip of a by no means tiny iceberg.This is because not only are there many Japanese words that
have come into English over the centuries but there are also even more English words that
have gone into Japanese.If we begin by using these words, together with an extremely subtle
method that shows you how to put them into sentences in a way that’s almost effortless, then
becoming competent at speaking Japanese becomes far, far easier.The only thing that you will
need to do to make this happen is to follow the three simple rules printed on the following
pages. These rules will explain to you how to use this book so that you can begin unlocking the
Japanese language for yourself in a matter of hours.Well, what are you waiting for? Turn the
page!Rule Number 1:Don’t skip anything!Using this book is extremely simple – and highly
effective – if you follow its three simple rules.If you don’t want to follow them then I recommend
that, instead of reading the book, you use it to prop up a wobbly coffee table, as it won’t work if
you don’t follow the rules. Now get ready – because here’s the first one!Each and every little
thing in this book has been put where it is, in a very particular order, for a very particular
reason. So, if the book asks you to read or do something, then do it! Who’s the teacher after
all, you or me, eh? Also, each part of the book builds on and reinforces what came before it.
So, if you start skipping sections, you will end up confused and lost! Instead, you should just
take your time and gently work your way through the book at your own pace – but without
skipping anything!Step by StepRule Number 2:Don’t try to memorise anything!Trying to jam
things into your head is boring and it doesn’t work. People often cram for tests and then forget
everything the moment they walk out of the exam. Clearly, we don’t want that happening
here.Instead, I have designed this book so that any word or idea taught in it will come up
multiple times. So, you don’t need to worry about trying to remember or memorise anything
because the necessary repetition is actually already built-in. In fact, trying to memorise what
you’re learning is likely to hinder rather than help your progress.So, just work your way through
the book in a relaxed way and, if you happen to forget something, don’t worry because, as I
say, you will be reminded of it again, multiples times, later on.Rule Number 3:Cover up!No, I’m
not being a puritan grandmother and telling you to put on a long-sleeved cardigan. Instead, I’m
asking you to take a bookmark or piece of paper and use it to cover up any red text that you
come across as you work your way through the book.These red bits are the answers to the
various riddles, challenges, and questions that I will pose as I lead you into the Japanese
language. If you read these answers without at least trying to work out the solutions to the
various riddles and challenges first, then the book simply won’t work for you!So, make sure to
use something to cover up the bits of red text in the book while you have a go at trying to work
out the answers – it doesn’t matter if you sometimes get them wrong because it is by trying to
think out the answers that you will learn how to use the language.Trust me on this, you will see
that it works from the very first page!Take a look at the page on the right to see how to use
your bookmark or piece of paper to cover up correctly.Oh, and just one more thing before we
begin...There’s just one more thing I need to let you know before we begin and it’s to do with
how I’ve written the Japanese in this book.Once you begin, you’ll see that each English
sentence in the book has three translations of it into Japanese. For example:I went to Tokyo.gqN¬0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿa



T�Ö·‘M ni ikimashita.(toh-kee-oh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)Now you might be wondering, why are there
three different versions? What are they for?Well, to begin with, please be aware that all three
versions say exactly the same thing in Japanese.The top version is simply a translation of the
English that has been written in Japanese script.The middle version is a translation of the
English that has been written in the official, Romanised form of Japanese, known as “r�ÖÖ�¦™Bà It
is used by non-Japanese to read the language.The final, bottom version of the Japanese is my
own personal pronunciation guide, which is designed to show you how to pronounce the
language if you can’t already read Japanese characters (a distinct possibility) and if you also
sometimes feel uncertain about how exactly to pronounce the r�ÖÖ�¦’à So, this is an extra bit of
guidance, with the Japanese words spelled the way they might be if they were English
words.So, they’re the three versions of Japanese you’ll see throughout the book – please use
whichever one(s) help you the most!Okay now, let’s begin!CHAPTER 1I ate katsu curry in that
restaurant yesterday!The English sentence above isn’t that complicated, is it? Or is it...?Well, I
have taught many people over the years, including those who know no Japanese at all through
to those who may have spent several years trying to learn the language. And yet, whether they
have studied the language before or not, hardly any of them arrive in my classroom able to
construct a seemingly simple sentence like this when I first meet them.Admittedly, they might
know how to say other far less useful things, like “I’m 37 years old and have two sisters” – an
unusual conversation opener for an adult from my perspective – but they nevertheless are
frequently unable to say what they ate the day before or where they ate it!Well, in just a few
minutes’ time, you will be able to do this – even if you’ve never learnt any Japanese before.Just
remember though: don’t skip anything, don’t waste your time trying to memorise anything but
do use your bookmark to cover up anything red you find on each page.Okay now, let’s
begin!“Tokyo” in Japanese is:gqN¬T�Ö·‘M(pronounced “toh-kee-oh”)And “to” in Japanese is:0k
ni(pronounced “nee”)If you want to say “to Tokyo” in Japanese, you’ll literally say “Tokyo to”.
How do you think you would say that?gqN¬0kT�Ö·‘M ni(toh-kee-oh nee)Did you remember to cover up the
red words while you worked out the answer?“I went” in Japanese is:ˆL0M0~0W0_ikimashita(ik-ee-mash-ta)If
you want to say “I went to Tokyo”, you’ll literally say “Tokyo to I went”. Before you say that,
however, remind me, what was “Tokyo”?gqN¬T�Ö·‘M(toh-kee-oh)And what was “to Tokyo”?gqN¬0kT�Ö·‘M
kee-oh nee)And, as I mentioned just a moment ago, “I went” is:ˆL0M0~0W0_ikimashita(ik-ee-mash-ta)And
so how would you say “I went to Tokyo” – literally “Tokyo to I went”?gqN¬0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaT�Ö·‘M ni ikimashita.(toh-k
oh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)“Restaurant” or “the restaurant” in Japanese is:0ì0¹0È0é0óresutoran(res-toh-
run)Now remind me, how do you say “to Tokyo”?gqN¬0kT�Ö·‘M ni(toh-kee-oh nee)And which part of that
means “to”?0kni(nee)And again, what was “restaurant” or “the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0óresutoran(res-toh-
run)And so how do you think you would say “to the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0kresutoran ni(res-toh-run
nee)Notice how, as with “to Tokyo” the “to” part goes after the place in Japanese, not before as
in English.What is “I went”?ˆL0M0~0W0_ikimashita(ik-ee-mash-ta)And so how would you say “I went to the
restaurant” – literally “to the restaurant I went”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaResutoran ni ikimashita.(res-toh-r
mash-ta)And again, what was “I went to Tokyo”?gqN¬0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaT�Ö·‘M ni ikimashita.(toh-kee-oh nee
ta)“With” in Japanese is:0hto(to1)If you want to say “with Paul” in Japanese, you will literally say
“Paul with”. How would you say that?Paul0hPaul to(paul to)And how would you say “with Susan”?
Susan0hSusan to(susan to)How about “with David”?David0hDavid to(david to)Now again, what is “I
went”?ˆL0M0~0W0_ikimashita(ik-ee-mash-ta)And what was “to Tokyo”?gqN¬0kT�Ö·‘M ni(toh-kee-oh nee)And
would you say “I went to Tokyo”?gqN¬0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaT�Ö·‘M ni ikimashita.(toh-kee-oh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)What
“with”?0hto(to)And again, how would you say “with Paul”?Paul0hPaul to(paul to)And so how would
you say “I went to Tokyo with Paul”, literally “with Paul, to Tokyo I went”. How would you say
that?Paul0hgqN¬0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaPaul to T�Ö·‘M ni ikimashita.(paul to toh-kee-oh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)And



say “I went to Tokyo with Susan” / “with Susan to Tokyo I went”?Susan0hgqN¬0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaSusan
ikimashita.(susan to toh-kee-oh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)How about “I went to Tokyo with David”?
David 0hgqN¬0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaDavid to T�Ö·‘M ni ikimashita.(david to toh-kee-oh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)What
or “the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0óresutoran(res-toh-run)And again how would you say “to the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0k
resutoran ni(res-toh-run nee)And how would you say “I went to the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaResutor
ikimashita.(res-toh-run nee ik-ee-mash-ta)What is “with Paul”?Paul0hPaul to(paul to)And so how
would you say “I went to the restaurant with Paul”?Paul0h0ì0¹0È0é0ó0kˆL0M0~0W 0_ÿaPaul to resutoran ni
res-toh-run nee ik-ee-mash-ta)And “I went to the restaurant with Susan”?Susan0h0ì0¹0È0é0ó0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaSusan
resutoran ni ikimashita.(susan to res-toh-run nee ik-ee-mash-ta)“I ate” in Japanese is:˜ß0y0~0W0_
tabemashita(ta-bay-mash-ta)So how would you say “I ate with Susan” – literally “with Susan I
ate”?Susan0h˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaSusan to tabemashita.(susan to ta-bay-mash-ta)How about “I ate with Paul”?P
Paul to tabemashita.(paul to ta-bay-mash-ta)And “I ate with David”?David0h˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaDavid to tabemashita.
(david to ta-bay-mash-ta)“Sushi” in Japanese is, of course:0Y0Wsushi(sushi2)Now, if you want to say
“I ate sushi” in Japanese, you’ll find that when you say “sushi” you’ll follow it with an “o” –
pronounced like the “o” in “hot” or “not”.Now you may be wondering, why on earth would I want
to put an “o” after the word “sushi”? Well, you’ll do this in Japanese because the “o” is there to
make it clear to the person listening to you that the sushi – the thing before the “o” – is the
thing that you’re eating. It’s like a finger pointing back at the sushi, saying “this is the thing I’m
referring to, the thing that I ate.” Anyway, don’t worry or think about this too much, as the best
way to understand it is to simply start using it. Let me show you how:Again, what was “sushi” in
Japanese?0Y0Wsushi(sushi)Now I want you to put an “o” after the “sushi”. Do that now, say “sushi”
followed by “o.” What will that sound like?0Y0W0’Sushi o(sushi o)Now, do you remember how to say “I
ate”?˜ß0y0~0W0_tabemashita(ta-bay-mash-ta)And so now say “I ate sushi” – or more literally, as the
Japanese say it, “sushi o I ate.”0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaSushi o tabemashita.(sushi o ta-bay-mash-ta)So, as
see, you’ve put an “o” after the word “sushi” and in doing so you have made it clear to the
person you’re talking to that the sushi is the thing that you’ve eaten.“Ramen” in Japanese is, of
course:0é0ü0á0ór��ÖVâ‡ a-men)What is ramen exactly (if you didn’t already know)?Ramen is a type of
Japanese noodle soup. It uses wheat noodles served in a broth; that broth can be salt, soy
sauce, miso, pork bone or fish flavoured. It will often include ingredients such as scallions,
sliced pork, seaweed or more or less anything you could imagine. Each region of Japan has its
own ramen speciality – and you’ll learn about some of them here. Anyway, for the moment,
simply be aware that ramen = noodle soup.So, how would you say “I ate ramen” – literally
“ramen o I ate”?0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaR��ÖVà o tabemashita.(ra-men o ta-bay-mash-ta)And again, how
“I ate sushi”?0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaSushi o tabemashita.(sushi o ta-bay-mash-ta)What is “with Paul”?P
to(paul to)So how would you say “I ate sushi with Paul” / “with Paul sushi I ate”?Paul0h0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaP
sushi o tabemashita.(paul to sushi o ta-bay-mash-ta)How about “I ate ramen with Paul”?Paul0h0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿa
Paul to r��ÖVà o tabemashita.(paul to ra-men o ta-bay-mash-ta)“Mr”, “Mrs”, “Miss” or “Ms” in
Japanese are all:0U0“san(sun)And if you wanted to say “Mr Suzuki” for instance, you’d say:’4g(0U0“Suzuki
san(su-zoo-kee sun)So, literally that’s “Suzuki Mr”.How do you think you’d say “Ms Tanaka”?u0N-0U0“
Tanaka san(ta-na-ka sun)How about “Ms Suzuki”?’4g(0U0“Suzuki san(su-zoo-kee sun)How do you
think you would say “with Ms Suzuki”?’4g(0U0“0hSuzuki san to(su-zoo-kee sun to)Now again, what is “I
ate ramen”?0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaR��ÖVà o tabemashita.(ra-men o ta-bay-mash-ta)And so how would
ramen with Ms Suzuki”?’4g(0U0“0h0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaSuzuki san to r��ÖVà o tabemashita.(su-zoo-k
mash-ta)And how would you say “I ate sushi with Mr Tanaka”?u0N-0U0“0h0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaTanaka
tabemashita.(ta-na-ka sun to sushi o ta-bay-mash-ta)Once again, what is “restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó
resutoran(res-toh-run)And what is “I went”?ˆL0M0~0W0_ikimashita(ik-ee-mash-ta)And how would you say “I
went to the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaResutoran ni ikimashita.(res-toh-run nee ik-ee-mash-ta)“Depar



store” or “the department store” in Japanese is:0Ç0Ñ0ü0Èdep��Fò†F�y-par-toh)So how would you say “to
the department store”?0Ç0Ñ0ü0È0kdep��Fð ni(day-par-toh nee)How about “I went to the department store”?0Ç0Ñ0ü0È0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿa
Dep��Fð ni ikimashita.(day-par-toh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)And how would you say “I went to the
department store with Ms Tanaka”?u0N-0U0“0h0Ç0Ñ0ü0È0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaTanaka san to dep��Fð ni ikimashita.(ta-na-ka
toh nee ik-ee-mash-ta)What about “I went to the restaurant with Miss Suzuki”?’4g(0U0“0h0ì0¹0È0é0ó0kˆL0M0~0W0_ÿaSuzuki
resutoran ni ikimashita.(su-zoo-kee sun to res-toh-run nee ik-ee-mash-ta)Now, just on its own
again, what is “restaurant” or “the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0óresutoran(res-toh-run)“in the restaurant” in
Japanese is:0ì0¹0È0é0ó0gresutoran de(res-toh-run day)Now again, what was “I ate”?˜ß0y0~0W0_tabemashita(ta-ba
mash-ta)And what was “in the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0gresutoran de(res-toh-run day)And so how would you
say “I ate in the restaurant” – literally “in the restaurant I ate”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0g˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaResutoran de tabemashita.(res-
toh-run day ta-bay-mash-ta)What is “sushi”?0Y0Wsushi(sushi)And how would you say “I ate sushi”?0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿa
Sushi o tabemashita.(sushi o ta-bay-mash-ta)Did you remember to add the “o” after the word
“sushi” to make it clear that the “sushi” is the thing that’s been eaten? Don’t worry if you didn’t,
as you’ll now certainly remember to add it for the next sentence.How would you say “I ate
ramen”?0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaR��ÖVà o tabemashita.(ra-men o ta-bay-mash-ta)And again what is “in
resutoran de(res-toh-run day)And so how do you think you would say “I ate ramen in the
restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0g0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaResutoran de r��ÖVà o tabemashita.(res-toh-run day r
about “I ate sushi in the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0g0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaResutoran de sushi o tabemashita.(res-toh
ta-bay-mash-ta)As I mentioned earlier, “department store” or “the department store” in
Japanese is:0Ç0Ñ0ü0Èdep��Fò†F�y-par-toh)So how would you say “in the department store”?0Ç0Ñ0ü0È0gdep��Fð
par-toh day)And how would you say “I ate sushi in the department store”?0Ç0Ñ0ü0È0g0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaDep��Fð
tabemashita.(day-par-toh day sushi o ta-bay-mash-ta)How about “I ate ramen in the
department store”?0Ç0Ñ0ü0È0g0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaDep��Fð de ramen o tabemashita.(day-par-toh
ta)Just a quick note about word order. You must certainly have noticed that the word order in
Japanese is different than in English. And so you may well be asking yourself, “How exactly
does it work? What are the rules?” Well, the most important rule in Japanese is that the thing
you’ve done should go at the end of the sentence.So, if the thing you did was that you ate
something, then that should go at the end of the sentence. Let’s practise doing that. What is “I
ate”?˜ß0y0~0W0_tabemashita(ta-bay-mash-ta)So that’s what you did – you ate something – and so it
should go at the end of the sentence. More specifically, you ate “ramen”, so let’s add that into
the sentence. How would you say “I ate ramen”?0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaR��ÖVà o tabemashita.(ra-men
ta)So, what we’ve done is we’ve eaten ramen and we’ve put what we’ve done (eating ramen) at
the end of the sentence. If we want to add anything more to the sentence, we can simply put it
in front of this part. For instance, what is “in the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0gresutoran de(res-toh-run day)So
how would you say “I ate ramen in the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0g0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaResutoran de r��ÖVà
run day ra-men o ta-bay-mash-ta)So again, the thing you did – the “I ate” part – goes at the
end of the sentence and everything else goes before it.How would you say “I ate sushi in the
restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0g0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaResutoran de sushi o tabemashita.(res-toh-run day sushi
is “with”?0hto(to)And how would you say “with Ms Suzuki”?’4g(0U0“0hSuzuki san to(su-zoo-kee sun to)And
how would you say “I ate sushi with Ms Suzuki”?’4g(0U0“0h0Y0W0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaSuzuki san to sushi o
kee sun to sushi o ta-bay-mash-ta)How about “I ate ramen with Mr Tanaka”?u0N-0U0“0h0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaT
r��ÖVà o tabemashita.(ta-na-ka sun to ra-men o ta-bay-mash-ta)So again, just as you saw
earlier, the thing you did (the “I ate” part) goes at the end of the sentence. Everything else (for
instance what you ate or who you ate it with) goes before it.Now once more, how would you
say “I ate ramen in the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0g0é0ü0á0ó0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaResutoran de r��ÖVà o tabemashita.(res-toh-r
o ta-bay-mash-ta)“Katsu curry” in Japanese is:0«0Ä0«0ì0ükatsu kar�2†¶�G0 ka-ray)So how would you say
ate katsu curry”?0«0Ä0«0ì0ü0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaKatsu kar�0 o tabemashita.(kats ka-ray o ta-bay-mash-ta)How



curry with Paul”?Paul0h0«0Ä0«0ì0ü0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaPaul to katsu kar�0 o tabemashita.(paul to kats ka-r
ta)And “I ate katsu curry in the restaurant”?0ì0¹0È0é0ó0g0«0Ä0«0ì0ü0’˜ß0y0~0W0_ÿaResutoran de katsu
kats ka-ray o ta-bay-mash-ta)Now, if you wanted to say an even longer sentence, such as “I ate
katsu curry in the restaurant with Paul”, you might again wonder what the right word order
would be.Well, you already know that the thing you did – the “I ate” part – goes at the end.
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Introduction Introduction Did you know you already speak Japanese? Did you know you
already speak Japanese? Chapter 1 Chapter 1 I ate katsu curry in that restaurant yesterday! I
ate katsu curry in that restaurant yesterday! Chapter 2 Chapter 2 We went to Hokkaido
yesterday – we ate miso ramen in Sapporo. It was delicious! We went to Hokkaido yesterday –
we ate miso ramen in Sapporo. It was delicious! Chapter 3 Chapter 3 I made a hotel
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play football in the park with my family. It’s good weather today, so I’m going to play football in
the park with my family. Chapter 5 Chapter 5 Shall we watch an anime on TV this evening? Or
shall we go out? Shall we watch an anime on TV this evening? Or shall we go out?
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